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WE ACCEPT PURCHASE 
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ITEM#                            SIZE                     CHEST WIDTH/LENGTH                          PRICE
251001-1                      XXS                              W 15"- 20" L 12" $29.99
251001-2                       XS                                W 21"- 24" L 14" $34.99
251001-3                    Small                             W 25"- 30" L 17"  $45.99
251001-4                     Med                               W 31"- 36" L 20"  $54.99
251001-5                    Large                              W 37"- 42" L 24" $69.99
251001-6                       XL                                 W 43"- 48" L 26" $89.99

PRESSURE VEST
This durable vest features 2mm neoprene similar to the fabric used for wet suits. 
It's perforated allowing it to breathe preventing your clients from over heating. It 
features an easy to adjust two piece design with hook and loop closures at the 
shoulders and both sides of the vest. Some therapists prefer this design to a 
traditional weighted vest because you can adjust the amount of pressure simply 
by adjusting the vest rather than adding or subtracting weights which can become 
expensive or bulky depending on the client.
Choice of BLACK or RED.

ITEM#                            SIZE                      CHEST WIDTH/LENGTH                         PRICE
100341                          XXS                   W 20.5"- 23.5" L 11.5"- 12.5" $54.99
100342                           XS                       W 22.5"- 29" L 11.5"- 12.5" $59.99
100343                        Small                      W 25.5"- 32" L 16"- 17.5" $63.99
100344                         Med                          W 32"- 38" L 18"- 20" $68.99
100345                        Large                         W 35"- 42" L 21"- 23" $89.99
100346                           XL                            W 42"- 45" L 24"- 26" $99.99

WEIGHTED PRESSURE VEST
Use a combination of pressure and weight to help students focus in the class-
room. The hook and loop closures on the sides and stretchy neoprene fabric allow 
you to easily adjust it to fit several students. You have your choice of unisex colors 
navy blue or red. Removable weights can be safely placed in pockets that are 
sewn inside the vest.
Sets include 2 pounds of weight. (XXS size includes 1 pound.)
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WEIGHTED LAP DOG
#102575..................................$39.99
Helps kids who struggle to sit still or focus 
during circle time. Place on a lap to provide 
the right amount of input needed to calm 
your wiggler or alert the student with low 
tone. 5 pounds  Size: 4" x 10" x 4"

WEIGHTED SNAKE
#410507..................................$42.99
Cuddly sensory snake provides the proprio-
ceptive feedback your students need. Use it 
as a neck wrap to help with calming and fo-
cusing, or as a lap pad to help restless legs.
Weight 2.5 lbs     Size 36 x 3.5 inches

WEIGHTED TURTLE
#102576..................................$49.99
Plush fabric provides a soft sensory deep 
pressure experience.
Measures 16 in L x 6 in W. Weighs 5 lbs..

COZY CATERPILLAR
#410126C  XS-S-M.................$39.99
#410126CC  L-XL...................$52.99
Stretchy lycra tube provides calming deep 
pressure from your shoulders to your knees. 
Designed by a therapist to last, it features 
heavy duty fabric and double stitching.

WIPE CLEAN HEAVY DUTY 
LAP PAD  #180500..............$29.99
Sturdy 5 pound weighted lap pad sewn with 
reinforced nylon stitching.

WEIGHTED STUFFED ANIMALS...................................................$44.99
Use our cuddly weighted stuffed animals as a weighted lap pad to help wiggly legs during 
circle time or carry it for some calming and organizing proprioceptive input. It makes a great 
calming and organizing transition item. Three pounds of weight makes this item a great option 
for both preschool and early grade school kids. This furry friend works great as a fidget toy by 
keeping fingers busy stroking the fur or squeezing the legs. Size: 16 x 8 x 8 inches Hand wash
#100251-B  BEAR                                      #100251-P  PUPPY
#100251-G  GIRAFFE                                #100251-U  UNICORN
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PICTURE THIS 
PROFESSIONAL
#282051..................................$89.99
5000 quality photos cover categories such 
as: actions, animals, bathroom, body, chores, 
clothing, colors, emotions, food, health, 
holidays, household, sequences, time, tools, 
vehicles, and more. An easy search function 
allows you to quickly find the pictures you 
need. Great for creating flash cards, visual 
schedules, and more! Windows 98, ME, 
2000, XP, Vista, Windows 7, Mac OS X 10.2 
& higher.

PICTURE CARD SETS  
EMOTIONS  #100206............................................................................$7.99
SCHOOL  #100203................................................................................$7.99
HOME  #100201....................................................................................$14.49
CHORES  #100202................................................................................$7.99
FOODS  #100204...................................................................................$7.99
HEALTH  #100205..................................................................................$7.99
150 CARD SET  #100207...................................................................$39.99
Our laminated Picture Communication Cards include the most common pictures you will need 
to help your student communicate and the hook coins you need to easily attach them to your 
schedules or sentence strips. Each picture measures 1.75" x 1.75". Some assembly required.

PICTURE COMMUNICATION 
STARTER KIT
#296001...............................$109.99
Designed by an Augmentative 
Communication SLP with over 20 years of 
experience! This set features 400 of the most 
highly used communication cards. Includes 
several pictures for: foods, greetings, people, 
calendar words, transportation, action words, 
art and school supplies, furniture, toys, body 
parts, clothes, common wants & needs, and 
more. Each 2” X 2” card features a full color 
image that laminated, cut, and ready to use! 
Each image and symbol is clearly labeled 
with bold text encouraging literacy and 
word recognition. Set includes Binder, 400 
Pictures, and 12 Vinyl 20 pocket protector 
sheets. 

PORTABLE PICTURE 
EXCHANGE COMM. BOOK
#292017..................................$23.99
This PECS book is easy to open and close 
with a simple Velcro strap. Just snap the 
book to a belt loop or backpack. Holds up 
to 24 pictures 2”x 2” (four per page) and 
it’s washable too! Note: Does not include 
pictures.

VISUAL COMM. APRON
#292038..................................$29.99
Our Visual communication apron can hold 
up to Ninety 2”x 2” Pictures. Apron sewn with 
a handy 15”x 8” pocket making it easy to 
switch out and store pictures. Made of Velcro 
receptive fabric on the outside and lined 
with nylon fabric on the inside. Dimensions: 
18”x 15” (across bottom) Note: Pictures not 
included.
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PORTABLE POCKET CHART  
#190020..................................$17.99
Set of three visual pocket charts are sewn 
from sturdy canvas with six clear 4”x 2” 
pockets and a metal grommet for easy hang-
ing. Use them to create individualized visual 
schedules, step by step directions, or simple 
choice boards. Size: 4" x 21.5".

PICTURE SCHEDULE WITH
POCKETS............................$16.99
#290075............................VERTICAL
#290076.......................HORIZONTAL
Hook schedule easily displays a series of 
activities or sequence of steps. A metal grom-
met makes it easy to hang. A bottom pocket 
allows users to put away pictures when a 
task is finished or store extra pictures not in 
use. Size 4” x 20”.

SET O
F 3

TOKEN BOARD  #602642......................................$5.99.............10/$49.99
Laminated Token board includes five plastic reusable reward stars. Size: 5" X 9"

FIRST THEN       
#100218   7"x3".......................$4.99
FIRST THEN NEXT
#100210   8.5"x3.5".................$5.99
Introduce the idea of a schedule and token 
economy with these laminated simple sched-
ules. Includes 3 charts.

TO DO - DONE CHART
#100219....................................$9.99
Foster independence and decrease anxi-
ety with our easy to use To Do/Done chart. 
Great for students who need to see how far 
along they are in their day. Easily attach your 
schedule icons to the loop columns. Your 
students will stay on task and feel a sense of 
accomplishment as they move each activity 
to the "done" column. Size: 8" x 17"

STOP CARDS #100217........$2.99
Set of 5  3" x 3" STOP cards.
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CHEWY TUBES 
The “T" shape of Chewy Tubes makes 
them easy to hold, and prevents 
gagging because the handle does not 
allow the user to push the chewy tube to 
the back of the mouth. Choose between 
standard red, textured green, thin yel-
low, and thick blue.

ITEM#                                                          PRICE
170135   Red Chewy Tubes                      $7.49
170132   Green Chewy Tubes                 $7.49
170136   Yellow Chewy Tubes                 $7.49
170131   Blue Chewy Tubes                     $7.49
Buy More & Save 12 for                          $76.99

SUPER CHEWS 
#170137 GREEN......................$5.99
#170138 RED...........................$5.99
Super Chews are a great choice for aggres-
sive biters! They are highly sturdy and can 
stand up to wear. Solid, yet springy enough 
for good oral motor stimulation. 

9”CHEW TUBES  #100100...$7.99
Phthalate, BPA free tubing. Three 9” pieces 
that can also be used as straws.

CHEWABLE PENCIL 
TOPPERS  #900011...............$5.99
Safe and durable, this set includes 5 pencil 
toppers. Just slide over the top of any stan-
dard size pencil.

CHU BUDDY 
#100017 LANYARD.................$7.99
#100018 SPRINGZ...................$7.99
#100005 STRAP.......................$7.99
Never lose a chewy again. This simple item 
accommodates most chew items just slip 
your favorite chewy through the clear silicone 
holder. Choose from a clip on strap, clip on 
coil, or breakaway lanyard.

CHEWELRY 
The coil design of Chewelry provides 
sensory input to the mouth, lips, and 
tongue. Use it to redirect kids or teens 
from chewing on their clothes, pencils, or 
non-food objects.

Choose from two designs: Regular 
or Mega. The mega design has twice 
the thickness of regular Chewelry. This 
provides added durability and more 
intense oral motor feedback.
Assorted colors: Purple, Blue, Green, 
Yellow, Orange, Red, and White.

ITEM#                                                          PRICE
100001   Chewelry Necklace                   $7.59
100002   Chewelry Bracelet                     $5.49
100007   Mega Chewelry Necklace    $19.99
109008   Mega Chewelry Bracelet         $7.99 
100019   Chewelry Set                            $15.49
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PIXEL FIDGET  #100900......$5.99
This chewable fidget is extremely durable. 
Features a variety of textures that are inter-
esting to touch and chew.
Size: 4" x 2" x .25"

Z-VIBE   The Z-Vibe is an easy to use 
vibrating tool that provides gentle vibration 
to the mouth, lips, gums and face. Use it 
for sensory therapy and feeding challenges 
or to strengthen oral awareness and motor 
function. It's made of sturdy, medical grade 
plastic that is FDA approved and contains 
no latex. It includes a 7/8" Probe tip with a 
smooth texture and two bumpy textures. 

ITEM#                                                          PRICE
150051   Z-Vibe                                         $32.99
150053   Z-Vibe Battery                            $3.59
150507   Travel Kit w/ Spoons              $54.99
150048   Animal Travel Kit                     $54.99
150517   Spoon Tip Combo                   $11.99 
150516   Tongue Exerciser                       $9.99
150515   Brush Tip Combo                    $19.99
150514   Preefer Tip                                   $5.99
150519   Bite N' Chew 3 Tips                 $11.99
150511   Fine Tip                                         $5.99

CHEWY PENDANTS
Our pendants feature a smooth nylon 
cord with a breakaway clasp. They 
contain no BPA, lates, or phthalates. 
Use with adult supervision. Pendant size 
approximately 2.5" x 3" x .25"
ITEM#                                                          PRICE
100910   Chewy Kid Pendant                  $7.99
100300   Chew Chew Pendant               $9.99
100320   Chew Drop Pendant              $11.99 
100310   Chew Chew Bracelet                $7.99
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BUBBLE TUBE CORNER
#987020
STANDARD.....................$3,399.99
INTERACTIVE................$4,399.99
Create an amazing sensory experience 
quickly and easily with our bubble tube 
corner set. Clients will love sitting on the soft 
padded platform as they interact with the 
bubble tube. Included mirrors give the effect 
that there are multiple tubes in the room.
This set includes:
1 60" Bubble tube 
2 48" H x 36" W Mirrors
1 Bubble tube platform: 16" H x 36" W x 36" L 
1 Bubble tube bracket
1 x Bottle of BCB and Bubble Tube pump for 
easy maintenance 
The Interactive LED Bubble Tube Corner 
allows your students to sit close to the bubble 
tube with the added bonus of feeling it vibrate 
when they touch it.

LED BUBBLE TUBES AND 
MAINTENANCE KIT #987006
Create a calming visual focal point for your 
sensory room with a soothing bubble tube. 
We offer several sizes and options to fit your 
individual room needs. Each sturdy six inch 
tube is made of shatter resistant acrylic and 
features a low maintenance LED light source. 
Air bubbles cause the lights to shimmer and 
flicker creating a soothing visual experi-
ence. Choose from the Calming version 
that automatically slowly changes colors or 
the Superactive that allows you to control 
the colors by using an interactive controller. 
Each kit includes a bubble tube, bracket for 
stability, and Pump and BCB fluid for easy 
maintenance.
40" CALMING...................$2,199.99
60" CALMING...................$2,199.99
80" CALMING...................$2,199.99
40" SUPERACTIVE.........$2,959.99
60" SUPERACTIVE.........$2,959.99
80" SUPERACTIVE.........$2,959.99

BUBBLE TUBE MIRRORS 
Bubble Tube Mirrors will instantly make 
one bubble tube look like four tubes in your 
sensory room. Our acrylic mirrors quickly and 
easily mount to your wall using eight drywall 
anchors. Made of safe, shatterproof acrylic.
#987004  36" X 48"..............$459.99
#987005  48" X 48"..............$499.99

BUBBLE TUBE PLATFORM
Students will love to sit on the soft vinyl surface while watching the bubbles rise and shimmer. 
The surface of the Bubble Tube Platform is phthalate-free and specifically designed to be easy 
to clean. The hole easily accommodates any 6” diameter bubble tube!

CURVED-MEDIUM  36" W X 36" L X 16" H  #987001...............$799.99
CURVED-LARGE  48" W X 48" L X 16" H  #987001-L..........$1,099.99
SQARE-MEDIUM  36" W X 36" L X 16" H  #987002-M............$799.99
SQUARE-LARGE  48" W X 48" L X 16" H  #987002................$999.99
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CALMING SENSORY ROOM  #987011..........$8,949.99
This package features a 60" Calming LED Bubble Tube and soft pad-
ded platform, a user can sit close to the tube and watch as the bubbles 
steadily rise and the colors slowly change. A mirror ball produces spots 
of light that rotate around the room while the projector shows calming 
images that slowly rotate. A Fiber Optic Carpet with slowly changing spots 
of light is a terrific place to lie down and relax while watching the projector 
images and listening to calming music.
The Fiber Optic Softie provides a comfortable seat in which an individual 
can get close to the fiber optic strands and handle them while they slowly 
change color. These strands have no electricity in them…..only light, so 
they’re safe to handle and provide a wonderfully tactile experience. This 
bundle was designed for school and other facilities who have individuals 
that may need to de-escalate and relax, perhaps at key times during the 
day before they become overwhelmed with their environment and act 
out. All electrical products in the bundle operate on standard 110v power 
transformed to low voltage.
This package includes:
1 60" Bubble Tube, bracket for stability, maintenance Pump,and BCB fluid
1 Fiber Optic Softie
1 Fiber Optic Star Carpet
1 Aurora LED Projector and 3 Effects Wheels
1 H 48" W x 48" L x 16" Square Bubble Tube Platform
2 48" x 48" Acrylic Mirrors 
1 Mirror Ball Bundle
1 Basic Sound System
5 CDs

AURORA LED PROJECTOR 
#987007......................................................$1,279.99
This Projector makes it simple to cast images on the walls, 
ceiling, or floor making your environment truly unique. This set 
includes: Aurora LED Projector, Wheel Rotator and 5 Effect 
Wheels.

FIBER OPTIC SOFTIE 
#987008-1...................................................$1,979.99
This multi-sensory beanbag will soon become a calming favor-
ite! The large bean bag cushion includes 100 six foot strands 
your students will love interacting with. Compatible with a stan-
dard outlet and includes beanbag, 100 fiber optic strands, and 
light source. Size: 53” D x 18" H

FIBER OPTIC CARPET W/ LIGHT SOURCE
#987019-S  STANDARD...........................$2,399.99
#987008-W  WALL MOUNTED.................$2,459.99
Create a galaxy of color and a calming multisensory experi-
ence with our LED Fiber Optic Star Carpet! Tiny fiber optic lights 
create a pattern of stars throughout the black carpet. The stars 
slowly change colors and are perfect for de-escalation. Choose 
from the standard floor version or the wall mounted option. (De-
signed to hang from drywall and includes hanging hardware). 
The light source plugs into a standard 110 volt outlet and must 
be kept out of reach for safety. Size: 40 x 79 x 2 inches
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On The Go
Swing System

This innovative swing system can be set up in 
less than five minutes without tools! The swing 
frame and mat fit conveniently into a duffel bag, 

included with purchase. Small footprint allows for 
use in home, school or clinic environments. Frames 

are constructed of high strength aluminum that 
is extremely lightweight. Rotational device and 

additional swing seats may be added to the swing 
system you purchase.

ITEM#       SWING       FRAME FOOTPRINT       MAX LOAD             PRICE
908811    OTG1      L 51” x W 62” x H 50”         150lb    $1,649.00
908812    OTG2      L 69” x W 78” x H 70”         250lb    $1,949.99
908816    OTG3      L 85” x W 94” x H 87”         350lb    $2,169.99

MUSICAL TOUCH WALL
#987009...........................................$3,799.99
Provides compelling visual and auditory feedback to 
simple touch input, providing calming stimulation that 
users will enjoy. Use it to teach cause and effect, mo-
tion tracking, color recognition, shapes, motor skills, 
hand eye coordination, and more. Soft LEDs lights 
light up, pulse and change color when touched. This 
product is designed to last for years- no need for bulb 
replacements, making it virtually maintenance free! 
Easily change light colors, speed of the effects, how 
long the effects last before they fade, and volume. 
Choose between a wide variety of interactive modes 
featuring shapes, numbers, finger trailing, ripples, 
splats, and snakes.

Size: 37” x 31” x 13”

Visi t  our Websi te to see Swing Accessor ies.
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ROMANO STAND & CHAIR  #331201....$539.99
Your clients will love the super soft hammock swing that is 
so comfortable to snuggle in. It hangs from an incredibly du-
rable powder coated steel frame with a load bearing weight 
of 353 pounds! 
It's 5' x 5' footprint makes it perfect for your sensory room 
or calming area. It's great for providing mild vestibular input 
when a swing is not available. Set includes steel swing chair 
frame, chair, and suspension rope. 
Height of the stand is 7 ft, 5 in.

CAROUSEL SPINNING 
CHAIR #950014....$199.99
Use the Carousel Chair for 
building core strength, bal-
ance, and coordination. The 
slightly sloping design of the 
chair encourages kids to push 
themselves in circles with 
their feet. The wide circumfer-
ence of the steel frame base 
is low to the ground, features 
a rotation device with double 
ball bearings, and has six slip 
proof feet making this chair 
incredibly stable.
Use it in your sensory room to 
provide wonderful vestibular 
input! Kids can sit or lay on it! 
Max load: 165 pounds

CONCENTRATION ROCKER
#947201..................................................$155.99
Provide safe and comfortable vestibular input with our 
Soft Rocker. This sturdy chair features a hardwood frame 
covered in reinforced, phthalate-free vinyl. Size: 29"W x 
17"D x 33"H. Additional shipping charges apply.

SQUEEZER
SINGLE  #261006..........................................$469.99
DOUBLE  #261007........................................$699.99
Your students will love rolling themselves through this mini 
'hug machine'. Adjustable bands allow you to provide the right 
amount of deep pressure for each student. Choose from a 
single squeezer with two rollers or a double squeezer with four 
rollers. Additional shipping charges apply. Recommended for 
children under 100 pounds. Use with adult supervision.
Single Roller Size: 25" x 23" x 15"
Double Roller Size: 33.5" x 23.5" x 15"
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SLEEP TIGHT WEIGHTED BLANKET  Ages 3+
The Sleep Tight weighted blanket provides all over soothing 
deep pressure. The curved neck cutout keeps the blanket from 
bunching around the neck and face. Sewn pockets evenly 
distribute weight. Choice of Tan, Navy, or Blue Waves. 
Washable 

CRASH PAD 5’x 5’ #310091...........................$219.99
Your students will enjoy crashing, jumping, or cuddling into this 
five foot square crash pad. Covered with a durable blue nylon 
cover that easily wipes clean. Heavy duty industrial stitching 
can handle lots of jumping and gross motor play. Filled with 
safe, long lasting foam, this crash pad is also comfortable 
for sitting on and relaxing. Suitable for students up to 150 
pounds. 
CRASH PAD COVER #310092.........................$49.99

ITEM#                                                                                                    PRICE
410123 XS - Size: 32”x 36”     5 Pounds              $135.99
410116 Small - Size: 36”x 42”     8 Pounds          $165.99
410115 Med - Size: 42”x 54”  12 Pounds            $195.99
410114 Large - Size: 54”x 72”  16 Pounds           $239.99
410122 XL - Size: 58”x 80”  25 Pounds           $295.99
410003    Cover in Tan/Navy/Waves           XS-M           $69.99
410004    Cover in Tan/Navy/Waves            L-XL          $84.99

COZY CANOE 
The Cozy Canoe is a durable, inflatable space made of super-
strong vinyl with triple-welded seams. Most children can get 
in the canoe themselves, for that perfect "cocooning-calm." 
The velvety surface is made with comfortable flocked vinyl. 
Surface-washable. Latex free.
ITEM#                                                                                                         PRICE
102500-1 Junior 20" x 29" x 48"            $99.69
102500-2 Medium  21.5" x 37" x  60.5"          $119.99
102500-3 XL  21.5" x 37" x 80"          $159.99

  C
ALMIN

G

FLOOR SURFER  #950005...............................$115.99
Designed with gross motor play in mind this scooter board fea-
tures a tapered design that provides a wide range of movement 
for your student’s arms. Wheels are set far enough underneath 
the board so that students won’t roll over their fingers. A semi 
padded top is comfortable to lay on.

Max Load 220 pounds. Size 23" x 15" x 5"
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FOLD & GO TRAMPOLINE
#880003.............................$99.99
This trampoline is so much fun for kids to 
jump on! The Fold & Go Trampoline is a 
compact, high impact gross motor item 
that's perfect for the space-conscious. 
The whole system folds up neatly, and 
setup is simple and quick-- ready to 
go in five minutes or even less! This 
item is easy to store or take to multiple 
locations, making it a great choice for 
parents, teachers, and therapists.
Weight limit: 150 lbs. Recommended for 
kids ages 3 and up.

STEPPING STONES 
#200258..................................$49.99
Your students will love stepping across 
the colorful rainbow stepping stones. 
Use them in your gym or outside. A tex-
tured bottom keeps them from skidding 
on your gym floor.

This set includes six 6.5 x 3.5 balance 
pods in blue, purple, green, yellow, 
orange, and red.

STARTING SENSORY 
INTEGRATION THERAPY 
#999477..................................$18.49
100+ activities and games for children 
with Sensory Processing Disorders 
(SPDs). Activities require minimal 
time, money, and clean-up and include 
“Extend It!” ideas to keep kids engaged 
with the process. Great for use at home 
or in the classroom. This helpful guide 
will quickly introduce you to SPD and 
sensory integration therapy.

BUSY BOARD WALL PANELS SET  #940039...........................................................................................$299.99
This board features bright colors and a cute design that will attract and engage your students. This wall board set includes 11 
different puzzles, cause and effect toys, and musical instruments. The activities on this board are designed to encourage sensory 
integration, fine motor skills, motor planning, cognitive development and more. The laminated fiberboard easily mounts to most 
surfaces. This set includes five activity boards and hanging hardware. Recommended for students age 4 and up.

Size: 68.5" L x 23.5" H
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CLASSROOM FILTERS SET OF 4..............................$34.99
Whisper White  #580014     Tranquil Blue  #580013
Unnatural lighting and flickers from typical fluorescent classroom light-
ing can cause headaches, eyestrain and anxiety. Create a calm, soothing 
atmosphere with our flame resistant fabric panels. 54" x 24" panels attach 
to metal light frames using magnets.

SOUND SPONGE DIVIDERS
30" X 6FT      #860002..........................$349.99
30" X 10FT    #860003..........................$699.99
4FT X 6FT     #860033..........................$499.99
4FT X 10FT   #860005..........................$749.99
Sound Sponge Dividers are amazingly sound absor-
bent, lightweight, easy to maneuver and hook and loop 
compatible. Their compact design is easy to roll-up for 
storage. Easily join panels with magnetic connectors, sold 
separately, please see item number 1435564 to order. 
The two low-profile support feet, made from super poly-
carbonate covered steel and glides for easy movement 
along bottom edge. Choose from Blueberry, Slate Blue, 
or Natural Tan. Additional shipping charges apply.

THERAPUTTY  
A favorite of Occupational Therapists for years. Children enjoy 
developing fine motor skills working with different resistance levels. 
This brightly colored, non-toxic, non-sticky putty is fun to mold & 
stretch. Hide coins or small toys to play hide & seek! A must have 
for therapy rooms and the child who needs help developing fine 
motor muscles in their hands & fingers.
ITEM#                                      PRICE
212561       2 oz.  Red/Soft                                                                        $4.99
212562       2 oz.  Green/Med                                                                   $4.99
212563       2 oz.  Blue/Firm                                                                      $4.99
210258       1 lb  Red/Soft                                                                       $23.99 

BODY SOCKS
Provides comforting resistance to kids with special 
needs. Machine washable. Sewn with heavy duty four-
way stretch lycra with reinforced stitching.
#102004  XS (2-3 YRS)......................$34.99
#102001  S (3-5 YRS).........................$37.99
#102002  M (6-8 YRS)........................$39.99
#102003  L (9-12 YRS).......................$45.99
#102005  XL (UP TO 5' 4'')..................$49.99
#102006  TALL (UP TO 6')..................$59.99
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VIBRATING PILLOW
#390237..................................$24.99
Sit on, lean back or hug this 12”x 12” pres-
sure activated pillow for calming vibrations. 
This soft corduroy pillow will make a great 
addition to your classroom or sensory room. 
2 “D” batteries are not included.

BEST SELLER

SENSORY BRUSH
#370400  BRUSH ONLY..........$2.49
#370400  SET OF 12..............$19.95
#370401  HANDLE ONLY.......$6.99

MASSAGE ROLLER
#210258....................................$5.99
This 6” roller is designed to provide sensory 
therapy or relaxing massage for the body.

WILBARGER THERAPY 
BRUSH  #370010...................$4.99
Handle and ergonomic design make this 
brush easy to hold and use.

24 fo
r 95.99

PIN ART  #500904................$15.99
This sturdy 5”x 7” plexiglass and metal 
classic toy provides lots of tactile input. 
Makes a great addition to your calming area 
or classroom.

DRESSING FRAMES 
#820003..................................$59.99
This set of four sturdy dressing boards 
will help your students practice essential 
dressing skills. Help promote independence, 
work of hand eye coordination, fine motor 
skills and more.

RAIN TUBE  #112008............$7.99
Our most popular sensory toy. Turn this rain 
tube over and watch a rainbow of colored 
balls fall through the transparent tube.

HOBERMAN SPHERE
#340050..................................$35.49
This sphere expands three times its size from 
9.5 inches to an incredible 30 inches! Highly 
visual, it will be a big hit in your home or 
classroom. Includes 21 suggested activities.
Mini Sphere   # 340349   $11.99

SQUIGGLE WIGGLE WRITER
#900002...................................$7.99 
Fun pen provides lots of tactile stimulation. 
Includes 5 color inserts: black, blue, 
purple, pink & green. Requires one AA 
battery,not included. Colors may vary.
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POPPIN PEEPERS SET 
This fun squeeze toy makes a super stress reliever. 
Squeeze the Poppin’ Peeper and watch the eyes pop 
out! Great for teaching cause and effect! Ages 3 to 99.  
ITEM#                                      PRICE
240000     Monkey                                      $4.99
240002     Penguin                                                                      $4.99
240003     Frog                                                                                          $4.99

FIDGET SET  #901000.......................................................................................................................................$45.99 
Guaranteed to keep kid’s hands busy! This ultimate fidget set is a selection of our bestselling fidgets with a variety of 
textures and features. They feel great while being durable and quiet, and won't distract other students. Substitutes of 
similar items may be made depending on inventory. Assorted colors. Ages 5 up.

INSIDE OUT BALL  #400273..............................$4.49
This squishy ball can turn inside-out into a spiky ball. Assorted colors. 
Ages 3+

ISOFLEX BALL  #110268....................................$4.99
Sturdy design makes a great fidget or hand exerciser. Contains latex. 
Ages 5+.

MOODY FACE  #111002......................................$4.49
Fun to squeeze and manipulate the head into different shapes. As-
sorted colors. NOT latex free. Ages 5+

KOOSH BALL  #920001......................................$4.99
This quiet fidget works great in class to keep hands busy or to use as 
a squeeze ball.  Ages 5+

HAPPY FACE GEL BALL  #125006..................$4.99
Use this smiley stress-less ball as a fidget or a finger strengthening 
tool in your classroom or clinic. Ages 3+

STRESS-LESS GEL BALL  #125007................$4.99
With a tough inner membrane, this super sturdy stress ball won't pop 
or break with hard squeezing. Ages 5+

ATOM BALL  #112629..........................................$3.59
Use as a sensory fidget or as a soft, easy to catch, ball for tossing 
games. Assorted colors. Non-toxic. Ages 5+

FID
GETS
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TANGLE SET 
18 interconnected pieces keep fingers quietly busy.  Try 
the Tangle Therapy for extra sensory exploration It fea-
tures sensory bumps that provide great tactile feedback! 
All tangles come in assorted colors. Ages 5 to 101.
                                     

ITEM#                                 PRICE
350274  Tangle Therapy             $11.99
350003  Textured Tangle Jr. $4.49
350002  Metallic Tangle $4.99
350272  Tactile Tangle Relax $5.99

SQUIGGLET BRACELET 
#110495....................................$4.99 
This portable fidget provides a great tactile 
experience!  Assorted colors. Ages 3 and up.

PENCIL TOPPER SET 
#900070....................................$6.59
Three standard pencils feature sturdy quiet 
twistable fidgets. Ages 5+

SPIKY GLOVE #400277.......$5.99
Use as a fidget or to provide increased 
proprioceptive input & deep pressure while 
handwriting. Ages 3 and up.

WACKY TRACKS #112610..$4.49
This fun, colorful fidget is sure to please! 
Bend, form and click this articulated plastic 
chain into all kinds of creative shapes, letters, 
and so much more. Ages 5+

POPPIN FIDGET  #230100..$5.99

THERA CUBE  #400595.......$5.99

FIDGET XT  #114102.............$5.99

BOUNCY BANDS
#205001..................................$13.99
Bouncy Bands feature a heavy duty 
rubber band that students can kick and 
push against with their feet. It's a great 
movement outlet for over active, frustrat-
ed, or anxious students! Each loop end 
is molded of thick durable rubber. Bands 
can be stretched between chair legs of 
13" - 18".

3 FOR $12.99

2 FOR $10.49
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B-CALM HEADPHONES 
#955001................................$139.00
This system is different from most noise 
reduction ear muffs in that it features com-
fortable headphones with audio engineered 
"acoustic shield" tracks. Designed white 
noise makes typically distracting noises un-
noticeable. Soothing nature tracks help calm 
agitated students. Set includes headphones, 
ear buds, "acoustic shield" sound tracks, car-
rying bag and an MP3 player.

NOISE REDUCING EAR 
MUFFS #902701...................$18.99
Originally designed for shooting, these 
headphones have a 26 decibel noise 
reduction rating. The adjustable band 
works well for children or teens, but may 
be tight for adults (or larger heads). They 
fold down to 4 3/4” and easily fit in a 
backpack or desk.

DISCOUNT EAR MUFFS 
#902703....................................$9.99
Budget friendly noise blocking headphones 
help your students focus when they need to.
Cushioned ear muffs feature a 25 decibel 
noise reduction rating. The dark design is 
more discreet than brightly colored models 
– great for inclusive environments. Fits kids 
and adults. Size: 8” x 8”

COMFORT WEAR EARMUFFS 
#902704..................................$18.99
Blocks sound using a pressure equal-
izing headband that applies significantly 
less pressure than other models. An 
adjustable headband accommodates 
kids and adults. Soft foam cushioned ear 
cups won't smash ears. Size: 8” x 8”

VIBES EARPLUGS
#902706..................................$23.99
ATTACHABLE CORD
#902707....................................$2.99
These discrete earplugs are great for 
the classroom or community. They 
protect the sound sensitivity by dampen-
ing background noise so students can 
concentrate. Optional hanging cord to 
keep them handy as needed. Each set 
includes a pair of Vibes ear plugs, 3 sets 
of replaceable silicone tips one in small, 
medium, and large, and a pocket sized 
storage case. Ages 12 and up.

EASY-FIND BAND EAR 
PLUGS #902702.....................$4.89
These soft gel ear plugs are mounted 
on a headband that makes them easy 
to take on and off. Now you don’t have 
to worry about losing ear plugs or the in-
convenience of quickly putting them on.  
The caps are easily held in place by the 
light force of the headband.  23 decibels. 
Size: 6" x 8" x .35"
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EXERCISE BAND
#212004............$10/$59.99
Place this 10” exercise band 
around the bottom of two front 
chair legs to help your student 
focus. Students can sit and 
wiggle without disturbing the 
class.

SITTING DISC WITH PUMP
#200150..............................................................$25.95
Our 14” air-filled disc fits nicely on a student’s chair. It 
features slight 1/8” bumps on one side with larger tactile 
bumps on the other. Use the included pump to add just the 
right amount of air to help your students focus and pay at-
tention.

WIGGLE SEAT 
ITEM#                                                                                                            PRICE
530006         Adult 15” diameter             $28.99
530005         Child 13” diameter             $24.99

The unique dome shaped design of this cushion mimics an 
exercise ball. Provide extra sensory stimulation with bumps on 
one side or turn it over to sit on a smooth surface.

BURST RESISTANT THERAPY BALL W/ PUMP
These therapy balls are extremely durable with a 2000 pound rating! Professional 
grade design and materials make it the perfect choice for teachers and therapists. 
Use this ball in the gym or classroom to provide dynamic sitting opportunities. As-
sorted colors.
ITEM#                                                                             PRICE
200645         45 cm Diameter                                                                      $24.95
200655         55 cm Diameter                                                                      $28.99
200665         65 cm Diameter                                                                      $31.95
200002         85 cm Diameter                                                                      $41.95

WOBBLE CHAIR  #875004
PRESCHOOL..............................$64.99
CHILDREN..................................$74.99
PRE-TEEN...................................$84.99
Made of heavy duty plastic, this chair provides 
active seating with more stability than that of a 
t-stool or therapy ball. A subtle lip on the base of 
the chair warns students if they are leaning too 
far on the chair to help prevent falls.

BALL CHAIR W/ LOCKING 
CASTERS #940019...............$119.99
No more rolling balls in your classroom!  
Provide dynamic seating with a ball along 
with the stability of a chair. This chair helps 
you to sit correctly and removes 2/3’s of 
your body’s weight from the spine to help 
with back discomfort. 
Maximum weight: 300 lbs. 
Ball Dimensions: 52 cm 
Chair: 22" x 22" x 31"
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MINI TIME TRACKER 
#590002..................................$24.99
Set the time and the tracker stays green, then 
turns yellow to warn time will soon be up, and 
finally red as it counts down. Circular design 
makes it easy to see from any angle. Great 
for use at individual desks or in small groups.

TIME TIMER WATCH  
#180017...YOUTH/ADULT....$79.99
This discreet personal watch features a 60 
minute timer. Red represents the amount of 
time remaining, it diminishes until time is up. 
Includes an optional audible alarm and is 
easy to operate.

AUDIBLE TIME TIMER 
This 60 minute clock is great for helping all 
students understand the abstract concept 
of time. They can literally see the passage 
of time as the red dial gets smaller. Uses 
1-AA battery. Use this to help with time 
management or transitions.
ITEM#                                                              PRICE
180013    3” TIMER                                    $29.99
184018    8” TIMER                                    $33.99
184012    12” TIMER                                  $39.99

Best  Sel le
r

TIME TIMER PLUS 
#180019..................................$37.99
Some special learners need a visual timer to 
help encourage time management. The red 
disk covers the clock and slowly gets smaller 
as time decreases. 8" clock face is easy to 
read. This timer is portable, has a protective 
cover, and is quiet, with a volume control on 
the back. Requires 1-AA battery, not includ-
ed. Size:  9" x  7.3" x  3.3"

LIQUID TIMER 
#500247....................................$5.99

OOZE TUBE 
#501348....................................$7.99
Assorted Colors.  Size:  5" x  2" x  2"

DIGITAL TIMER 
#580043....................................$9.99
Counts time up or down. Up to 100 minutes. 
Size:  2.75" x 2.75"
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GOTALKS
These durable communication devices are 
lightweight and easy to use. Each style 
features volume control, five recording levels, 
a raised grid to prevent finger sliding and 
overlay storage. Requires 2 "AA" batteries. 
Size: 9" x 12" x 1.2"

GOTALK 4  #705361........$168.99
20 message capacity   4  3" x 3" keys with 2 
core messages.

GOTALK 9  #705360........$174.99
45 message capacity   9  1.75" x 2.25" keys 
with 2 core messages.

GOTALK 20  #705362......$214.99
100 message capacity   20 keys with 3 core 
messages.

GOTALK 32  #705359......$299.99
163 message capacity   32  5 core messages
14.25" x 10" x 2"

GOTALK ONE  #705368....$12.00
GoTalk 1 records 1 ten second message 
2.25” x 4.75”

INTERACTIVE READING BOOKS FULL SET #460501.........................................................................$329.99
Use the complete set of 16 Interactive Reading books to meet your IEP goals! Written by an autism specialist with years of 
classroom experience. Each book will help you meet your specific IEP goals and was developed after interviews with Speech and 
Language Pathologists across the US. Great for developing communication, speech, reading skills and more.
These books are designed for children between the ages of 3-10 of varying ability levels. Each book is laminated for years of use 
in the classroom or clinic and includes a set of Velcro-backed, full color 2" x 2" picture cards. Lots of helpful teaching suggestions 
and activities for SLPs, teachers or parents are included.

INDIVIDUAL BOOKS....................................................................................................................................................$21.99
HOW MANY?...................................................#460511
WHAT COLOR IS IT?....................................#460512
I GO TO SCHOOL..........................................#460513
THINGS I DO AT HOME...............................#460514
ACTION!...........................................................#460521
SOUNDS GOOD TO ME!.............................#460522
THE UPS AND DOWNS OF OPPOSITES......#460523
HOW DO I FEEL?..........................................#460524

I HAVE FEELINGS, TOO!............................#460531
WHAT HAPPENED AND WHY?.................#460532
PIGS IN SPACE..............................................#460533
WHO'S ON FIRST?..........................................#460534
MEET THE WORD FAMILY.............................#460541
WHAT'S IT FOR?...........................................#460542
WHAT DO I SAY?...........................................#460543
WHAT DO I DO?.............................................#460544
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NOUNS, VERBS, AND 
ADJECTIVES PHOTO 
LEARNING CARDS 
#190121..................................$53.99
This bundled set is a teacher’s and 
therapist’s favorite. 275 photo cards with 46 
Everyday Object Nouns, 46 Foods, 46 Verbs, 
46 Adjectives, 46 Opposites, 46 Talk About A 
Child’s Day, and 45 Nouns at School cards. 
All organized in a sturdy cardboard box with 
dividers! 275 4.25" x 5.5" cards.

PHOTO MATCHING CARDS 
#190069..................................$39.99
This photographic card set is ideal for 
ABA programs! It includes 130 matched 
sets, for a total of 260, 5½”x 8½”cards. 
Categories include: Actions, Clothes, 
Colors, Emotions, Everyday Objects, 
Farm Animals, Foods, Pets, Shapes, 
Toys, Transportation, and Wild Animals. 
This set comes in a sturdy cardboard 
box with tabbed dividers.  260 4.25" x 
5.5" cards.

NOUNS: AROUND THE HOME
#230973..................................$12.99
This set includes 40 common objects found 
around the home on full color photographic 
5½”x 6” cards. Images include brush, comb, 
hair dryer, scale, pillow, bed, alarm clock, 
crib, hose, ladder, chair, tea pot, watering 
can, couch, lamp, house plant, scissors, 
sweater, cat, dog, and more.

#190011  WHAT DO YOU NEED?

#190012  WHAT DO YOU LIKE?

#190013  WHAT DO YOU DO WITH?
#190017  WHERE DOES IT GO?

#190018  WHAT HAPPENED?
#190019  WHAT COMES NEXT?

WHAT DO YOU .  .  .  
LEARNING CARDS.............$6.99
SLPs, ABA therapists & teachers will appreci-
ate the quality of the What Do You? Learning 
Cards. Teach your students to ask & answer 
a wide variety of questions based around 
common needs in a child’s life. Clear, high 
quality, photos provide a visual prompt as 
you ask the questions printed on the back 
of each card. Each set includes 52 full color 
glossy 3”x 5” cards.

VERB FLASHCARDS:
ACTIONS  #230977..............$12.99
Increase vocabulary & understanding 
with 40 verb actions cards. Quality 
5½”x 6” photos of actions against a 
white backdrop make these flash cards 
perfect for early intervention, VB, ABA 
programs, speech therapists & teachers. 
The large size of these cards and non-
distracting backgrounds make them a 
therapist favorite for young learners! 
Includes a sturdy plastic storage case.

ASK AND ANSWER CARDS
#132130..................................$13.99
Your students will love the kid friendly 
art in these card sets. The who/what/
when/where/why questions are easy to 
understand, and kids of all ages love to 
play card games! Each deck includes 28 
match-up pairs of questions/answers (56 
total). Cards: 2 ½" x 3 ½", and stored in 
a sturdy tin.
#132130-1.................................WHO
#132130-2...............................WHAT
#132130-3..............................WHEN
#132130-4............................WHERE
#132130-5.................................WHY
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VB-MAPP GUIDE/PROTOCOL
#440443..................................$69.99
This developmental milestone map is based 
on Skinner’s analysis of verbal behavior, 
developmental milestones, and research 
from the field of behavior analysis. Use 
the MAPP to assess, create curriculum & 
track skill development. 170 developmental 
milestones will keep your program moving 
forward. Use it to identify learning issues and 
create measurable IEP goals. You can link 
educational and or IEP goals to interventions 
in a clear developmental, data based 

VB-MAPP PROTOCOL  
#440441..................................$24.99
You need 1 MAPP protocol per student

FUNCTIONAL BEHAVIOR 
ASSESSMENT: AUTISM  
#907584..................................$19.95
When a person is non-compliant, aggressive, 
or engaged in repetitive actions that interfere 
with daily life they can become unproductive, 
or even dangerous. Learn to identify what 
is causing or escalating problem behaviors 
using a functional behavior assessment. 
Using an FBA can identify the purpose 
behind problem behaviors and lead to an 
intervention plan. Full of easy to understand 
explanations, and case studies, this book is 
practical for both parents and professionals. 
172 pages.

COLOR CUBES 
#580041....................................$5.99
Stimulate kids’ imaginations and build 
basic skills with these brightly colored 1" 
cubes! Teach patterning, sorting, color 
matching, counting, stacking, block 
imitation and more. Package includes 
102 cubes in 6 bright colors and a plastic 
storage container.. For ages 3 and up.

ABA LANGUAGE CARDS – EARLY LANGUAGE WITH 
MANIPULATIVES
#470201 ...............................................................................................$399.99
#470202 CARDS ONLY......................................................................$374.99
The extensive ABA Language Cards set features 2,000 flashcards designed 
especially for beginning ABA programs. 

This set features high quality, glossy finished 3¼ “x 5” full color photographs that are 
labeled, numbered, and sorted by category.  An index card system makes it easy 
to keep the cards organized. Categories include: actions, animals, clothes, people, 
emotions, body parts, vehicles, foods, toys, rooms, shapes, numbers, colors, letters, 
and plurals. 

This set includes cards for matching, sorting, and patterning. The cards are organized 
by teaching areas, making it quick and easy to locate the desired card. Cards are 
designed to progress a child through multiple stages of each learning skill. Multiple 
examples of objects from a wide variety of categories make it easy to generalize. 

Manipulatives Include: a set of 3-D plastic animals and a set of 3-D food items 
with matching 2-D cards, for 2-D to 3-D matching activities. A bag of wooden blocks 
designed for matching, sorting, and imaginative play.
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HOW TO  TAKE THE GRR OUT 
OF ANGER #261179..............$8.99
This book uses humor and illustrations 
to help students learn anger manage-
ment skills. Learn how to recognize an-
ger in yourself and others, how to handle 
negative situations, positive ways to 
resolve conflict, find support, and more. 
Grades 3-7. 128 pages.

TEMPER TAMERS
#269981....................................$9.49
CHILL SKILLS #269982.......$9.99
Each jar has 101 cards to help kids learn 
how to calm down, control tempers, and 
express feelings in positive ways.
Ages 8-11.
Promote group discussions about anger 
management. Each jar is full of tips, sce-
narios, charades, and more to get teens 
talking about anger. Great for discus-
sions and practicing positive anger man-
agement skills. Great for the classroom 
or therapy sessions. Ages 12+

CALM DOWN #260006.........$7.99
Feeling cranky or frustrated? You need 
calm-down time. This board book helps  
young children learn to recognize their 
feelings and learn a variety of self 
calming techniques. A list of suggestions 
for discussion are in the back of the 
book. Ages 2-5

ANGER WORKBOOK FOR 
TEENS #910004...................$15.95
Do the pressures of school, social life, or 
family cause the teens you work with to 
become easily angry or frustrated? The 
Anger Workbook for Teens includes 37 
exercises designed to teach teens effec-
tive skills to help them deal with feelings 
of rage without taking it out on others. 
Use exercises individually or with small 
groups. 144 pages.

THE INCREDIBLE 5 POINT 
SCALE #959980...................$22.95
This must-have resource will teach you how 
to use a simple 5-point scale to help stu-
dents understand and control their emotional 
reactions to everyday events. This book 
shows how to break down a given behavior 
and, with the student's active participation, 
develop a scale that identifies the problem 
and suggests alternative, positive behaviors 
at each level of the scale. This book contains 
numerous real life examples and can be 
used with students of all ages. 97 pages.

WHEN MY WORRIES GET 
TOO BIG #959962................$19.95
Use a simple 5 point scale to help highly 
anxious kids manage their anxiety. Kid 
friendly pictures and a social story help 
young children to recognize and manage 
their emotions using a number scale. 
Helps kids develop calming strategies so 
that they can deal with difficult moments, 
positively and proactively. 55 pages.
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I HAVE FEELINGS, TOO!
#460531..................................$21.99
The I Have Feelings, Too! interactive reading 
book is designed to teach emotions to teens 
and adults. This series has been developed 
to meet your IEP goals by an autism 
specialist with years of experience. In this 
book, concepts of feelings and emotions are 
taught with a variety of real life scenarios. 
The full color velcro backed pictures can 
also be used for learning games to better 
communicate the concepts covered to visual 
students. This laminated book includes 20 
different feelings scenarios and 18 2" x 2" 
velcro backed pictures.

HOW DO YOU FEEL FACIAL 
EXPRESSION PUZZLE GAME
#199084..................................$9.99
Teach children to label and learn emotions 
while playing a fun game. This set includes 
everything to play 1 of 5 games or make 
simple puzzles. 30 high quality photo cards 
& game boards make this a great game to 
play in your early intervention classroom, 
clinic or at home. Designed for 1-5 players, 
3 years and up.

HOW DO I FEEL? 
#460524..................................$21.99
 The How Do I Feel? interactive reading 
book of emotions was designed by an autism 
specialist to support your IEP goals. Each 
activity and exercise is designed to help 
the student develop the language skills and 
cognition to describe their moods. 

This sturdy laminated book features 18 full 
color 2" x 2" velcro backed pictures and 20 
different feelings scenarios. Great for early 
intervention and elementary school settings.

EMOTION CARDS  #192113.............................$11.99
This set includes 22 3.5" x 5.5" cards and a resource guide with ques-
tions to develop expressive language skills as well as teach children 
to recognize feelings and emotions in others. Use them to encourage 
children to label emotions, describe their own feelings, and to begin 
teaching and demonstrating empathy. Some photos clearly portray 
one emotion, while others are more open and invite a variety of inter-
pretations.

LET'S TALK ABOUT EMOTIONS SET
#100215..................................................................$24.99
Help your students learn to identify emotions, their emotional level, 
and look at their emotional responses. This set includes: 16 emotion 
icons and four blank faces, I Feel Chart with velcro strips, How Big 
is My Emotion Chart, How Big is My Problem/Reaction Reproducible 
Worksheet.
Chart size: 9" x 12", emotion cards: 1.75" x 1.75"
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PHOTO SOCIAL STORIES ABOUT KIDS  
Every day we face situations that have social expectations. 
Use Photo Social Stories to help your students learn the un-
spoken social rules we all need to know. Each set features 35 
photo cards with a social story, bullet points, and questions for 
discussion. Ages 5-12.

ITEM#                             PRICE
540025          In Everyday Situations                                                  $23.95
540026          In The Community                                                         $23.95
540027          In School                                                                           $23.95
540028          And Their Families                                                         $23.95

HIDDEN RULES GAMES 
Play the Hidden Rules game to help your students discover 
unwritten social rules. Played in a similar style to Uno with the 
added element of talking about and answering social rules 
questions. Explore hidden rules in the classroom, community, 
with friends & more. Ages 6-12 with 2-8 players.

ITEM#                             PRICE
540023     With Friends                                                                          $23.49
540021     In Social Situations                                                             $23.99
540022     In The Community                                                              $25.99
540024     In The Classroom                                                                 $25.99

SOCIAL SKILLS 6 GAMES  #560017.............$35.99
Six board games encourage players to discuss solutions to common 
social challenges. Each game encourages group participation and 
discussion. Games cover manners, empathy, friendship, emotions, 
emotion management, and morals. Set includes 6 game boards, 24 
counters, 1 die, 1 spinner. Grades 1-5.

Best  Sel le
r

THE EMPATHY GAME  #540044......................$15.99
Teach children and teens how to recognize the feelings of others and 
build empathy skills. As students play they will practice reading each 
player's nonverbal cues and guess how they've responded to the 
question cards. Great game for reinforcing empathy skills. This game 
can be played with 2-4 players, grades 3-12.

WHAT SHOULD I DO NOW?  #540043...........$23.99
Help students learn to face common challenging social situations! To 
play, students read a problem social situation and then write down 
their response to the social scenario. Next the facilitator reads all the 
responses and students discuss together-- the best response wins. 
Includes 45 situation cards and 60 response cards. Recommended 
for ages 8-18. 2 to 6 players. 



MY SOCIAL STORIES BOOK
#980009..................................$19.99
150 social stories with simple illustrations 
teach kids ages 2-6 vital social skills. Your 
students will learn basic self-help skills and 
appropriate responses to common situations 
at home & in the community. 142 pages.
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ITEM#                                                                           TITLE
261305                            KNOW & FOLLOW RULES
261313                                  UNDERSTAND & CARE
261518                                          BE POLITE & KIND
261526                                                JOIN IN & PLAY
261232                                             LISTEN & LEARN
261240                                   SHARE & TAKE TURNS
261607           RESPECT & TAKE CARE OF THINGS
261763                                    TALK & WORK IT OUT
265017                  BE HONEST & TELL THE TRUTH
265016                            BE CAREFUL & STAY SAFE
265013               ACCEPT & VALUE EACH PERSON
265012                                      TRY & STICK WITH IT

LEARNING TO GET ALONG PICTURE BOOKS........................................................................................$10.99
These picture books feature simple stories that will help students learn how to respond appropriately in a variety of situations.

SOCIAL SKILLS MATTER
#190084..................................$27.99
Do you need new and interesting activities 
for students who struggle with social situ-
ations? This workbook features over 80 
reproducible social stories designed to help 
you teach young children the social skills that 
matter most. 384 pages

HANDS ARE NOT FOR 
HITTING  #265423..............$11.99
Hands are for saying hello, for playing, 
helping, working, learning, and many more 
good things. Help young children learn not 
to hit, but how to manage their frustrations 
instead. Great for ages 3 and up.

FEET ARE NOT FOR 
KICKING  #261585...............$7.99
TEETH ARE NOT FOR 
BITING  #261283..................$7.99
In simple words and charming full color 
illustrations, these books help to understand 
their bodies & make appropriate choices.
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PHOTO CONVERSATION 
STARTERS  #190100..........$32.99
This 90 card photo set will help you teach 
conversation skills to children with autism 
and Asperger’s. A wide variety of common 
social topics are included such as meeting 
and greeting people, making and keeping 
friends and much more! Socially appropriate 
responses are clearly explained along with 
helpful discussion questions. Recommended 
for students.

DUDE, THAT’S RUDE! 
#265011....................................$8.99
Fun comic book style pictures will help you 
teach essential manners. Learn important 
social skills like how to yawn, use manners at 
school, the mall, table etiquette, polite phone 
conversations, how to burp and more. This 
fun book will help you introduce manners 
positively while keeping teens engaged with 
humor. Great for reluctant readers. Ages 
8-13. 128 pages.

SOCIAL SKILLS TRAINING 
& FRUSTRATION MANAGE-
MENT  #999013....................$39.99
An in-service training favorite! Dr. Jed 
Baker will prepare your staff to support 
social skills and manage melt downs. 
This comprehensive presentation on 
social-emotional functioning. will teach 
step-by-step techniques that can im-
mediately be put to use to support your 
students.. Running time 4.5 hours. Top-
ics include: Conversation, conflict resolu-
tion, emotion management, employment, 
dating, Develop an effective behavior 
plan, manage & prevent meltdowns, help 
create peer acceptance, assesses social 
skills of individuals or groups.

CURRICULUM  #999010....$49.99
A training resource for teachers & therapists 
and video modeling resource for kids with As-
perger's & autism. Complete lessons include 
reproducible handouts and helpful forms. All 
you need to teach and track the progress of 
your students.
OPTIONAL DVD
#999023..................................$21.99

SOCIALLY SPEAKING GAME  #560035.......................................$24.99
Have fun teaching appropriate social interaction in the home, school, and community. While 
playing students will practice vital skills such as listening, turn-taking, asking questions, making 
phone calls, and conveying emotions. Contains game board, 100 question cards, playing 
pieces, and teacher’s notes. Ages 8-13.
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MIKE'S CRUSH TEACHER
CURRICULUM  #450000..$159.00
DVD ONLY  #450001...........$23.99
This DVD will get te talking about safe 
relationships, body language, positive peer 
relationship skills, and more. Designed to 
help inclusion students or those in moderate/
severe settings. Topics covered include: 
taking care of your appearance, types of 
relationships, body language, starting a 
conversation, getting to know someone, and 
important social rules. Designed for students 
ages 11-21.

SOCIAL SKILLS COMICS FOR 
TEENS  #540035..................$29.39
These comics visually teach teens 
appropriate social behavior for common 
social situations. Each comic includes a 
“Wrong Way” and a “Right Way” scenario. 
Detailed photographs prompt teens to take a 
closer look at body language and non-verbal 
cues. Interactive activities will help teens 
apply scenarios to situations in their everyday 
lives. A CD with printable handouts will allow 
your students to practice and review what 
they learn at home.

SOCIAL SUCCESS 
WORKBOOK FOR TEENS
#910002..................................$14.95
This workbook includes 40 lessons that 
build upon each other to teach kids a 
social scaffold of skills. Students will learn 
to recognize and use their strengths while 
understanding and compensating for their 
weaknesses. Each lesson includes helpful 
explanations, practical tips, questions for 
discussion, activities, and handouts. 

TEEN TALK IN A JAR
#620003....................................$9.99
If you had to define “normal” how would 
you define it? If you had money to buy one 
thing that would fit in your room, what would 
you want? This jar includes 101 question 
cards to help get teens talking and to prompt 
interesting discussions. Use this to help 
students expand the range of topics they are 
able to talk about. Ages 13 and up.

BUDDY TALK  #620001........$7.99
TEEN TALK  #620002...........$7.99
The Buddy Talk and Teen Talk card sets are 
full of fun topics to help kids and teens talk 
to their peers. Sturdy laminated cards are 
held together by a spiral ring. These 50 card 
decks are loaded with questions and topics. 
Designed for typical kids these sets have 
worked well to help students on the spectrum 
start conversations with their peers. Easily 
remove or rearrange cards as needed for 
your student. 50 cards.

THE AUTISM PLAYBOOK FOR 
TEENS  #910006..................$16.95
The Autism Playbook helps teens on the 
spectrum develop social skills by learning 
positive communication skills and developing 
the emotional management techniques 
they need for social success. Through 
systematic exercises teens will learn to, 
detect cues from their environment, and 
manage their experiences of emotions in a 
positive and proactive manner. Relatable 
stories throughout the book offer support and 
practical examples for teen readers.
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#270006  TRUCKS (12PC)......$7.99
#270007  FARM (12PC)...........$7.99
#270016  PETS (12PC)............$7.99
#270012  OCEAN (24PC)........$9.99

WOODEN PUZZLES
Our puzzles feature sturdy wooden pieces 
and an inset tray for easy storage & build-
ing. Bright kid friendly graphics will make this 
a great addition to your classroom, clinic or 
home. 

SOUND PUZZLES
Put the pieces of the puzzle properly into place and the young child is rewarded with 
a noise. Children will enjoy hearing a farm animal or vehicle noise as they match each 
puzzle piece. A multi-sensory teaching toy! These are wonderful first puzzles that teach 
cause & effect. A matching picture is under the pieces, providing a visual prompt that helps 
children succeed. The sturdy design will stand up to years of use. Dimensions: 11¾” x 8½” 
x 1”  Ages: 3 and up.
#270059  SHAPES................................................................................$11.99
#270276  FARM.....................................................................................$11.99
#270281  ZOO.......................................................................................$11.99
#270280  MUSIC...................................................................................$11.99

MAGNETIC FISHING PUZZLE
#274892....................................$9.99
Go fishing to develop hand-eye coordination, 
visual perception & fine motor skills with our 
magnetic fishing puzzle. This sturdy wood set 
features magnetic pieces that are attracted to 
the fishing rod. Magnet is securely fastened 
inside the fishing "hook", making it safe for 
ECE environments. Measures 12" x 8.5". 
Ages 3+.

ALPHABET SOUND PUZZLE
#270005..................................$19.99
Combining sound, sensory feedback, 
and bright colors, this sound puzzle is 
great for teaching letter recognition, 
cause and effect and so much more. 
Highly durable and will last for years of 
wear. Size: 13.5" x 10.5" x .5"
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HANDI-WRITER
#360266....................................$5.99
#360266-5..............................6/29.99
The Handi-Writer easily positions the pencil to 
rest comfortably against the hand, placing it into 
the correct position for writing and promoting a 
Tripod grip. Very soft and comfortable for the 
sensory sensitive.

REDISPACE PAPER
#132300...............................$4.49
This paper was designed by an OT who 
specializes in handwriting to help stu-
dents to write more neatly. It uses inno-
vative cues for proper spacing between 
letters and words, correct letter size and 
appropriate alignment of letters on the 
lines. Promotes legible handwriting and 
fewer errors in math due to number mis-
alignment. Choose from 48 sheet set of 
Wide Ruled Notebook Paper or Compo-
sition book.

CLAW GRIP
#222636  SM..........$1.75.......5/$8.00
#222635  MED.......$1.85.......5/$9.00
#222631  LRG.......$2.25.....5/$10.00
Just put your thumb into the largest cup 
and slide the middle and index fingers 
in the other two openings. Suitable for 
both left and right hands. The CLAW fits 
pens, pencils, crayons and markers.
Small/Age 3+ Medium/Age 6+ Large/
Age 12+

GROTTO GRIP  #900020
$0.99..........12/$19.99..........36/52.99
Designed by an OT, the classic Grotto 
Pencil Grip helps writers hold onto a 
pencil properly while  also reducing 
finger fatigue. Not for children under 3 
years of age, could pose a choking haz-
ard. Made from Non-Toxic materials.

MINI GRIP 
5 PACK #220175....................$1.99
12 PACK#220176...................$3.99

GRIP VARIETY PACK
#222638....................................$5.99
This grip set includes Pencil Grip, 
Crossover Grip, and Pinch Grip. Now 
you can provide some options to help 
struggling writers find the right tool to 
help them hold a pen or pencil correctly. 
Each grip is designed slightly different, 
to help address common hand grasp 
challenges. Grips fit over pens and 
pencils, for left or right handed students.

SLANT BOARD
#120102 12”x 12”.....................$20.99
XL SLANT BOARD
#120101 12”x 18”.....................$25.99
Inclined surface area is manufactured of 
lightweight yet sturdy corrugated plastic. 
The 20 degree angle of the board helps 
handwriting & hand positioning. Folds 
flat for easy storage.

GET A GRIP
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